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Mixed-state properties of superconducting MgB2 single crystals
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We report on measurements of the magnetic moment in superconducting MgB2 single crystals. We find
m0Hc2

c (0)53.2 T, m0Hc2
ab(0)514.5 T,g54.6, m0Hc(0)50.28 T, andk(Tc)54.7. The standard Ginzburg-

Landau and London model relations lead to a consistent data set and indicate that MgB2 is a clean limit
superconductor of intermediate coupling strength with very pronounced anisotropy effects.
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The recent discovery of superconductivity in MgB2 ~Ref.
1! has attracted a lot of attention. Especially the rather h
transition temperature of nearly 40 K in such a simple co
pound is of interest for applications, but also for an analy
of the physical mechanism leading to superconductivity. S
eral experiments indicate a phonon mediateds-wave BCS
mechanism.2,3 Different models are proposed to explain t
particular properties of MgB2.4,5 Their correctness has to b
checked by experiments, but only a few results are availa
on single crystals.6–12

We report on magnetization measurements on single c
talline MgB2 in magnetic fields applied parallel and perpe
dicular to the uniaxial crystallographic ([c) axis. A detailed
evaluation allows us to obtain the temperature dependenc
the most important reversible mixed-state parameters, s
as the critical magnetic fields, the characteristic lengths,
Ginzburg-Landau~GL! parameter, and the anisotropy. W
will show that MgB2 is a clean limit superconductor of in
termediate coupling strength with very pronounced anis
ropy effects.

Several single crystals of MgB2 were grown using high-
pressure cubic anvils. Details of the process will be p
lished elsewhere.13 Two crystals~sampleA:a3b3c>660
3570321 mm3; sampleB:a3b3c>6003384354 mm3)
were investigated by magnetic methods. The transition t
perature (Tc) of each sample was obtained from the ac s
ceptibility measured in a 1-T quantum interference dev
~SQUID! magnetometer. SampleA shows an onset ofTc at
38 K and a rather broad transition of about 1 K. A linear fit
Hc2

c (T) nearTc indicates a ‘‘bulk transition temperature’’ o
37.5 K @see inset of Fig. 1~a!#. In sampleB we find Tc
538.3 K, D Tc50.3 K, and a ‘‘bulk Tc’’ of 38.2 K. A
simple analysis14 of the slope of the magnetic moment aft
reversing the applied field demonstrates that the size of
domain, in which the supercurrents flow without impedan
is identical to the sample size. Furthermore, a compariso
the calculated and the measured magnetization in the Me
ner regime indicates a superconducting volume fraction
about 100%. The further evaluation of the mixed-state
rameters did not show significant differences between th
two crystals.

The measurements of the magnetic moment were car
out in an 1-T and in an 8-T~SHE! SQUID magnetometer~for
0163-1829/2002/66~5!/052505~4!/$20.00 66 0525
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details, cf. Ref. 15!. Figure 1~a! shows the upper critical field
of MgB2 for applied fieldsHaic (Hc2

c ) and Haiab (Hc2
ab).

Hc2(T) is determined either from the onset of the superc
ducting signal in them(T) curve ‘‘Tc(Ha)’’ or from the dis-
appearance of the superconducting signal in them(Ha)
curve. The same results were obtained by both methods.Hc2

ab

could be evaluated directly only below 8 T (T.21 K in this
case!. At lower temperatures the London theory for the r
versible magnetic momentmr , i.e., mr} ln(Hc2 /Ha), was
used for the sake of simplicity to extrapolate the experim
tal mr data to zero. The very small magnetic moment
higher fields and the logarithmic behavior lead to rather la
uncertainties in the evaluation, which are indicated by er
bars in Fig. 1~a!.

To obtain Hc2
c (0), the data were fitted to the function

Hc2(t)5Hc2(0)(12ta)b with m0Hc2
c (0)53.18 T @t

5T/Tc , Tc denotes the bulk transition temperature;a, b,
andHc2(0) are fit parameters#. The initial slope of the upper
critical field (k5m0@]Hc2 /]T#Tc

) is found to be

20.112 T/K nearTc , thusm0Hc2
c (0)/(kTc)520.75. This

is close to the weak-coupling BCS result (>20.73 in the
clean limit,20.69 would correspond to the dirty limit16!. k is
not very sensitive to the coupling strength and the ab
result,20.75, is actually close to that of the strong-coupli
superconductor Pb,17 of course without considering aniso
ropy effects.4,18 If we apply the same procedure toHaiab,
we obtainm0Hc2

ab(0)515 T. However, the slope was dete
mined in this case from the linear region above 1 T (k5
20.55 T/K) and the corresponding extrapolated ‘‘Tc’’ of
36.1 K, because a strong positive curvature ofHc2

ab(T) is
observed in the vicinity ofTc @cf. the inset of Fig. 1~a!#,
which represents a well-known feature of anisotropic sup
conductors, e.g., of the highTc’s, but also of conventiona
superconductors, such as Nb.19 The Fermi surface and th
electron phonon coupling are usually held responsible
these anisotropic properties. According to Ref. 18, the hi
temperature end ofHc2

ab(T) can be obtained by an anisotrop
Fermi velocity, but not by the coupling alone. A simila
model could possibly apply in the case of MgB2, but alter-
native theories are also under discussion. For example, it
shown that both, the two-band5 and the anisotropic gap
model,20 can qualitatively describe the positive curvatu
nearTc .
©2002 The American Physical Society05-1
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The upper critical-field anisotropyg5Hc2
ab/Hc2

c is shown
in Fig. 1~b! ~full squares!. It increases from about 1 nearTc
to 4.2 at 22 K, in qualitative agreement with previo
results.10–12 The open squares refer to results from torq
measurements taken in a 9-T~quantum design! PPMS
~physical properties measurement system! system. In this
case, the angular dependence of the reversible torque is
to the anisotropic London theory with three fit parametersg,
Hc2

c , andlab ~cf. Ref. 21!. The excellent agreement of th
latter two parameters with results from the SQUID measu
ments shows the high reliability of the evaluation. Note th
the torque method does not lead to the anisotropy of
upper critical field, but rather to that of the magnetic pene
tion depth (l), which can, in general, deviate from
Hc2

ab/Hc2
c . In MgB2, both seem to be the same, at least

T<30 K. The torque indicates a small increase ofg from
4.3 at 20 K to about 4.5 at 5 K leading tog(0)>4.55. How-
ever, we cannot exclude some small systematic errors in
evaluation because of the following reasons.~i! Most of the
recorded torque data refer to the irreversible regime. Th
fore, the reversible signal (t) has to be calculated from th
irreversible branches at increasing (t1) and decreasing (t2)
angles (t5@t11t2#/2). The difference between the tw

FIG. 1. ~a! Upper critical field for Haic (Hc2
c ) and Haiab

(Hc2
ab). Hc2

ab is obtained from~i! a direct evaluation ofm(T) for T
.21 K ~solid circles! and ~ii ! Hc2

ab5gHc2
c for T,21 K ~solid

squares!. The error bars indicate the extrapolation uncertainties
the reversible moments measured up to 8 T. The BCS curves
cording to Ref. 16 are fitted to the experimental slope ofHc2 near
Tc . ~b! Anisotropy from SQUID (Hc2

ab/Hc2
c ) and torque measure

ments.
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branches is rather small, but grows at lower temperatures~ii !
The angular dependence of the background signal va
with temperature and cannot be determined exactly fr
measurements without a sample. However, different data
for the background do not changeg at 5 K significantly.
Furthermore, the torque data were evaluated at several m
netic fields~0.5–2 T!, which would change possible error
due to the irreveresibility, but the differences ing were very
small ~2%!. Based on the excellent agreement between
SQUID and the torque data in the overlapping temperat
range, we assume thatlc /lab5Hc2

ab/Hc2
c for T,21 K,

which allows us to calculateHc2
ab in this temperature range

@cf. the solid squares forHc2
ab at T,21 K in Fig. 1~a!#. This

leads toHc2
ab(0)514.5 T. A temperature-dependent aniso

ropy can be described by the two-band model as well as
the anisotropic gap model. However, it was recently p
dicted that lc/lab should increase with temperature an
reach almost 1 at 0 K~clean limit! in the two-band model,22

which is in contradiction to our results, whereas theg(T)
behavior depends on the shape of the gap in the anisotr
gap model.4,20

The further mixed-state parameters can be calcula

f
c-

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of~a! the magnetic penetration
depths,~b! the coherence lengths,~c! the lower critical fields from
the GL evaluation and the trapped magnetic moment measurem
and ~d! the thermodynamic critical field and the deviation functio
~inset! and ~e!, ~f! the GL parameters of MgB2.
5-2
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from the London theory and some Ginzburg-Landau re
tions. For instance, the magnetic penetration depth in
planes (lab) is obtained from]M /] ln(Ha)5f0 /(8plab

2 ) for
Haic (M5mr per unit volume, f0>2.07310215 V s).
Since sampleA shows a reversible magnetization already
very small fields~cf. Fig. 3!, lab can be evaluated in th
whole temperature range from 5 K to Tc @see Fig. 2~a!#. A fit
of lab

22(t) leads tolab(0)582 nm and shows that the tem
perature dependence lies in between the~clean limit! BCS23

and a typical strong-coupling model17 for T.20 K. At low
temperatures, however, we find a significant deviation in
cating a smaller excitation energy than according to the B
theory, in agreement with other experiments.24,25 Again, the
two-band model can describe such a scenario, but our
would suggest a rather weak influence of the band with
smaller gap.~Usually, the contributions of the two bands a
simply weighted and added and the weights are used a
parameters.26,27! The anisotropic gap model provides simil
results.4 Further work on more comprehensive calculatio
including material-dependent parameters are currently un
way. The penetration depth inc direction is obtained from
lc5glab , hencelc(0)5370 nm. The evaluation oflc
from them(T) measurements forHaiab confirms the anisot-
ropy, but is affected by comparatively large errors.

Further, the~GL! relationm0Hc2
c 5f0 /(2pjab

2 ) gives ac-
cess to the coherence length in thea-b planejab and in thec
direction jc5jab /g @Fig. 2~b!#. Accordingly, jab(0)
510.2 nm andjc(0)52.3 nm.

The lower critical field Hc1 can be calculated from
m0Hc1

x 5@f0 /(4pdlab
2 )#@ ln(dlab/jab)10.5# (x5c and d

51 for Haic and x5ab and d5g for Haiab), leading to
m0Hc1

c (0)563 mT andm0Hc1
ab(0)522 mT @Fig. 2~c!#. A

direct experimental assessment ofHc1 is usually quite diffi-
cult, because only the penetration fieldHp , i.e., the field at
which the first flux lines enter the sample can be obtain
which depends on the sample geometry,28 the anisotropy, and
the pinning force.29 We determinedHp from measurements
of the trapped magnetic moment~with a resolution of better
than 10210 A m2), i.e., by measuring the moment in ze

FIG. 3. Hysteresis loops of sampleA for ~a! Haic and ~b!
Haiab. Inset: Irreversibility line of samplesA andB for Haic and
Haiab.
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field after successively applying higher external fields a
searching for the first deviation from zero atHp .30 The effect
of the geometrical barrier was numerically calculated acco
ing to Ref. 31, including a rough estimation of the influen
of the anisotropy. For example,Hc1

c /Hp
c>17.7 forg54.5 in

sampleA andm0Hc1
c (5 K)>70 mT, not too far away from

the GL result. The geometry effects are almost negligible
Haiab ~i.e., Hc1

ab>Hp
ab), which provides an excellent verifi

cation of the GL results@cf. Fig. 2~c!#.
Furthermore, the thermodynamic critical field is calc

lated from the GL relationm0Hc5f0 /(A8plabjab) and
found to be 0.28 T at 0 K. BecauseD f 5m0Hc

2/2 ~condensa-
tion energy!, it can also be obtained by integrating the r
versible magnetizationM (Ha), i.e., D f 5m0*0

Hc2MdHa .
The reversible magnetic moment is either calculated fr
the irreversible branches of the magnetization in increas
(m1) and decreasing (m2) fields in the fully penetrated
state,mr5(m11m2)/2 ~cf. Fig. 3! or directly measured.
The results of the numerical integration are shown in F
2~d! and denoted byHaic direct andHaiab direct, respec-
tively. A comparison with the GL results indicates that t
London model for the magnetic penetration depth and the
relations for Hc2 and j represent excellent solutions fo
MgB2. The maximum difference at low temperatures is le
than 2%. To check the influence of uncertainties nearHp in
the direct evaluation~geometrical barrier, flux pinning!, we
replaceM (Ha) at 5 K by theseparately measured Meissn
slope at 0<Ha<Hc1(12D) and by a simple logarithmic
behavior atHc1(12D)<Ha<Hc1, i.e., we simulate the be
havior of an ellipsoidal sample, where the ‘‘effective dema
netization factor’’D is determined fromM (Ha)52Ha /(1
2D) in the Meissner regime. This procedure reducesHc at 5
K and brings the above difference to almost zero.

The deviation functionD(t)5@Hc(t)/Hc(0)#2@12t2#
describing the deviation ofHc(t) from the parabolic behav
ior ~two fluid model! and indicating the coupling strength i
a conventional superconductor is shown in the inset of F
2~d!. The maximum from20.3% to20.9% lies in between
the weak-coupling (;23.5%) and the strong-coupling re
sult (;12.5% for Pb!. Although we have to consider evalu
ation errors, the results indicate a clear deviation from
weak-coupling model, even if we consider the anisotropy~cf.
Ref. 4!, and is consistent with other experiments.2,3

The GL parameterk5l/j is defined atT5Tc . At lower
temperatures the Maki parameters32 k15Hc2 /(A2Hc) and
k25@0.510.43/(]M /]Ha)Hc2

20.43D#1/2 can be used with

k1(Tc)5k2(Tc)5k. k1 (5l/j in the GL model! is shown
in Fig. 2~e! for Haic. Linear extrapolations lead tok1

c(0)
58.1 andk1

c(Tc)54.7. The ratiok1
c(0)/k1

c(Tc) is 1.72 and
considerably larger than the BCS value~1.26 in the clean and
1.20 in the dirty limit16!, but this is not unexpected consid
ering stronger coupling17 and anisotropy.k2 depends on the
slope ofM nearHc2 and allows a precise determination
kc, which is again found to be 4.7 from a linear extrapolati
to Tc . For Haiab, we getk1

ab5gk1
c and thereforek1

ab(0)
537.1 andk1

ab(Tc)54.7. The errors ink2
ab are relatively
5-3
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large in this case because of the very small slope of
magnetization nearHc2, but the extrapolation leads tokab

55, very close tokc.
At last, we turn to the irreversible properties of the MgB2

single crystals. Hysteresis curves recorded at different t
peratures are presented in Fig. 3 forHaic andHaiab. They
demonstrate the excellent crystal quality by the small hys
esis and the low irreversibility fields in both directions. No
that all data points presented in Fig. 3 were measured in
fully penetrated state. According to the Bean model33 (Jc is
assumed to be constant!, the critical current density in the
planes can be calculated from the irreversible magnetic
ment (mi5@m12m2#/2). For rectangular samples we us
Jc(B)5$mi(B)/V%$4/@b(12b/3a)#% ~sample volume:V
5abc), and get 1.43109 Am22 at 5 K in theremnant state
for both samples. To obtain the irreversibility line, the ons

TABLE I. Summary of mixed-state parameters for MgB2.

m0Hc2
c (0) 3.18 T m0Hc2

ab(0) 14.5 T Tc 38 K
m0Hc1

c (0) 63 mT m0Hc1
ab(0) 22 mT m0Hc(0) 0.28 T

lc(0) 370 nm lab(0) 82 nm g(0) 4.6
jc(0) 2.3 nm jab(0) 10.2 nm g(Tc) 1
k1

c(0) 8.1 k1
ab(0) 37.1 k(Tc) 4.7
052505
-
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f a difference between the field-cooled and the zero-fiel
ooled m(T) measurement were evaluated. The results
ig. 3 ~inset! show that the irreversibility line is very low for
oth field directions.

In summary, we presented measurements of the magne
oments in single crystalline MgB2 for fields Haic and
aiab, and the subsequent evaluation of the basic mixe

tate parameters. The most important results are summari
n Table I. The general consistency of the data set that
ocumented in a presentable form, e.g., by the results on

hermodynamic critical field, suggests that the standard th
retical description can be employed in MgB2. The data in-
icate that MgB2 is a low-k type-II superconductor in the
lean limit with an intermediate electron phonon couplin
trength~cf. also Refs. 34 and 35!, but a very large anisot-
opy.
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